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Family and Publication Searching

Straightforward search forms simplify searching 

for patent families or single publications.



“The ability to search only alive and 
granted patents by jurisdiction 
in PatBase’s new Query Builder, is 
saving me a lot of time when doing 
FTO searches.”

-Patent Attorney



Flexible Searching

Broaden your search using left and right-hand 

truncation. 

Simplified proximity operators allow you to easily 

search for terms near each other.

Use the “SPUB=“ command to narrow your search 

to a publication level search and save time when 

reviewing records.



“I’ve been trying out the new 
dead/alive flag search in the new 
PatBase system. It works great, 
especially in combination with 
spub=()” 

–Patent Information Analyst at a FTSE 
100 company



“The searching in the new 
version is amazingly fast even 
with left hand truncation.”

– Technical Information 
Specialist



Multiple Language Searching and Machine Translations

Latin and non-Latin text is indexed together 

and can be searched simultaneously.

Search across machine translated text in 

English to ensure you don’t miss any vital 

information published in another language.



“Being able to search the 
independent claims across all 
jurisdictions and using non 
Latin characters is great. It 
brings so much more 
resolution to the back end of 
the database with impressive 
speed and even more data”

– Patent Specialist



Instantly load any search results from PatBase

Unlimited analysis, no sampling required

Handle huge datasets seamlessly



“Minesoft’s analytics are a 
lot more powerful than 
other systems"

-Patent Researcher at a Fortune 
500 company 



Compare up to 4 sets of data

Draw new business critical conclusions 

from a comparative analysis 



New customisable graphs in Analytics V3



Click on any chart or table to run a new search 

or analysis with the selected information



“On the new system, 
Analytics is much 
faster!”

-Corporate Patent Attorney



“Between the speed, the 
dead or alive searching 
and the unlimited 
truncations we are going to 
have fun with this!”

-Patent Searcher at a DAX 30 
company



Contact Us

Speak to your Minesoft Representative 

for a 15-minute PatBase walk-through 

and try it for yourself on a free two-

week trial.

Call us on +44 (0)20 8404 0651 or 

email info@minesoft.com for more 

information.
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